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Аннотация: Произведения традиционной живописи представляют собой бесценные 

памятники культурного наследия Китая. Живопись своеобразный психологический портрет 

художника, с высоким смыслом личности и его благородства, и важным аспектом которой 

является поэтичность. Пейзажист Го Си писал: «живопись – это обретшая форму поэзия». 

Начиная со времен зарождения китайской живописи (начало которой относится ко II веку до 

н.э.), предпринимаются попытки теоретизации живописи, первым среди всех был Гу 

Кайчжи, который сформулировал 6 законов: композиция, структура, одухотворенность, 

естественность, следование традиции, высокая техника письма тушью и кистью. По этим 

законам китайская живопись развивалась, последующие столетия, сохраняясь по сей день, 

она «отражает понимание природы, общества и связанных с ним политических, 

философских, религиозных, моральных, литературных и художественных 

аспектов.  Китайская традиционная живопись получила достаточно широкое освещение в 

научной и популярной литературе. Сторонники традиционного направления акцентируют 

внимание на необходимости обучения студентов вузов приемам традиционной китайской 

живописи. Это направление базируется на традиционных для Китая философских 

направлениях (конфуцианство, даосизм) и имеет в своей основе китайскую традицию в 



понимании прекрасного, когда особое место уделяется понятиям «удивительное» (ци) и 

«искусное» (цяо)» [5]. В этом плане характерно обращение к традиционным приемам 

китайской живописи. По обучению традиционной живописи основной упор делается на 

усвоение изображения сложных предметов в соответствии с духом традиционной китайской 

картины, поощряется использование всех возможностей изобразительного языка и 

собственного творческого потенциала студента. «Что касается практических занятий, то 

методики обучения изобразительному искусству являются авторскими и имеют ярко 

выраженный индивидуальный характер, поскольку их авторами-разработчиками являются 

художники-мастера, обучающие студентов» [5].  Преобладающей формой обучения является 

индивидуальная, предполагающая непосредственное взаимодействие студента и 

преподавателя. Преподаватель, как правило, обучает студента собственной манере 

выполнения рисунка, живописного произведения и т.п., а не формирует у него собственный 

стиль. Важным аспектом в современном обучении искусству стал процесс стимулирования 

студентов к самостоятельному обучению техник и методов живописного письма. Осознанное 

освоение техник тщательного и многослойного письма картин, построенных на методе 

работы от простого к сложному, требует много времени от студента, и его полной 

самоотдачи, желания добиться качества. Педагог должен быть способен все время 

поддерживать интерес такого любознательного студента, создавать психологический климат,  

повышать духовную культуру будущего художника. «Китайская  традиционная  живопись  

сохраняет свою актуальность в современной культуре Китая, благодаря ее качествам: 

исторической  глубине,  гуманистической  направленности, художественному совершенству, 

символическому содержанию. В  современной  культуре  Китая  традиционная  живопись  

сохраняет свою  актуальность  во  многих  сферах  жизни социума, выступая объектом 

инвестиций, источником  вдохновения  для  художественного  творчества,  

этномаркирующим  брэндом  в культурных  индустриях,  эвристическим  элементом 

синтетических видов искусства, в том числе  базирующихся  на  современных  

компьютерных  технологиях. Роль традиционной  живописи в современной подготовке 

педагогов живописи неоспорима, она выступает  квинтэссенцией  классической  эстетики, 

этнического своеобразия и богатства древней культуры Китая. Таким образом, перспективы 

обучения студентов педагогов-живописцев в вузах Китая традиционной живописи связаны с 

концептуализацией, вариативностью и индивидуализацией обучении» [5].  
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Abstract: Performing traditional painting represents invaluable monuments of cultural 
heritage of China. Painting a peculiar psychological portrait of the artist, with high sense of the 
personality and his nobility and which important aspect is the poetry. The landscape writer Guo Xi 
wrote: "painting is the poetry which took shape". Since times of origin of the Chinese painting 
(which beginning belongs to the 2nd century BC), painting theorization attempts are made, Gu 
Kaizhi who formulated 6 laws was the first among all: composition, structure, spirituality, 
naturalness, following of tradition, high technology of the letter ink and brush. Under these laws the 
Chinese painting developed, the next centuries, remaining to this day, it "reflects understanding of 
the nature, society and the related political, philosophical, religious, moral, literary and art 
aspects.  The Chinese traditional painting received rather extended coverage in scientific and 
popular literature. Supporters of the traditional direction focus attention to need of training of 
students of higher education institutions to methods of traditional Chinese painting. This direction is 
based on the philosophical directions, traditional for China (Confucianism, Taoism) and has in the 
basis the Chinese tradition in understanding fine when it is featured concepts "surprising" (ци) and 
"skillful" (Qiao)" [5]. In this plan the appeal to traditional methods of the Chinese painting is 
characteristic. On training of traditional painting it is focused on assimilation of the image of 
difficult objects according to spirit of a traditional Chinese picture, use of all opportunities of 
graphic language and own creative potential of the student is encouraged. "As for a practical 
training, techniques of training in the fine arts are author's and have pronounced individual 
character as their developer authors are the artists masters training students" [5]. The prevailing 
form of education is individual, assuming direct interaction of the student and teacher. The teacher, 
as a rule, trains the student in own manner of implementation of the drawing, work of painting, etc., 
but does not form at it own style. Process of stimulation of students to independent training the 
technician and methods of the picturesque letter became important aspect in modern training in art. 
Conscious development the technician of the careful and multilayered letter of the pictures 
constructed by a work method from simple to difficult demands a lot of time from the student, and 
his full devotion, desire to achieve quality. The teacher has to be capable to maintain the interest of 
such inquisitive student all the time, to create psychological climate, to increase spiritual culture of 
future artist. "The Chinese traditional painting keeps the relevance in the modern culture of China, 
thanks to its qualities: to historical depth, humanistic orientation, art perfection, symbolical 
contents. In the modern culture of China traditional painting keeps the relevance in many spheres of 
life of society, acting as subject to investments, an inspiration source for art creativity, the 
ethnomarking brand in the cultural industries, a heuristic element of the synthetic art forms 
including which are based on modern computer technologies. The role of traditional painting in 
modern training of teachers of painting is indisputable, she acts as a quintessence of a 
classical esthetics, an ethnic originality and richness of ancient culture of China. Thus, the prospects 
of training of students of teachers-painters in higher education institutions of China of traditional 
painting are connected with conceptualization, variability and individualization training" [5].  

Keywords: Keywords: China, tradition, painting, copying as training methods. 



 

It pays attention to the combination of art and technology, and appreciates Chinese painting. 

Through the characters, landscapes, flowers and birds, fish and insects in the painting, it reflects the 

humanistic spirit of human nature, will, ideal, beauty and freedom, hope and yearning. In the 

process of studying Chinese painting, students can exercise their mind, cultivate their sentiment, 

sublimate their feelings, and express their humanistic ideology through paintings, so as to improve 

their own sublimation of traditional Chinese culture. 

The culture of Chinese painting is extensive and profound. The exploration and 

research of Chinese painting and the difference between Chinese painting and Western 

painting. 

According to the subject matter of painting, Chinese painting can be divided into three 

categories: figure, landscape, flowers, birds, fish and insects; according to painting techniques, it 

can be divided into meticulous painting and freehand painting. The main feature of Chinese 

painting is the pursuit of verve; especially pay attention to the beauty of artistic conception, not 

limited to the appearance of the object itself, but more emphasis on the expression of internal vivid 

temperament and rhythm formation. Xie He, a painter and painting theorist in the Qi and Liang 

dynasties of the Southern Dynasty, was good at style painting and figure painting all his life. He 

once put forward in his ancient painting catalogue that "Chinese painting should" depict the spirit in 

form "and pursue a" wonderful feeling between resemblance and dissimilarity ". This is a deep 

understanding of Chinese painting by the painter, and has reached an extraordinary state. It requires 

the painter himself to paint more, see more, think more, and practice more Know the essence of 

Chinese painting. Traditional Chinese painting mainly uses brush, soft head brush or finger 

painting, which requires flat, round, reserved heavy and changeable strokes; ink color requires 

focal, thick, heavy, light and clear; especially, it pays attention to the skill of the charm of ink. From 

the perspective of fine arts, Chinese painting pays less attention to the background and artistic 

conception, and is good at drawing with lines, while the lines in Western painting are not obvious. 

The concepts of Chinese and Western culture on painting are different, so the ideas expressed in 

painting are completely different, which is the significant feature of Chinese and Western painting. 

If we use one sentence to summarize the difference between Chinese painting and Western painting, 

that is, Western painting focuses on the realistic appearance of objective objects, and benefits the 

surface of painting; while Chinese painting focuses on the inner spirit of the image and the 



expression of the author's subjective emotion, which is beneficial to the connotation. 

The traditional teaching significance of Chinese painting. 

A good china painting has a high value of art appreciation and collection value. The object 

table embodied in the image and inner thoughts and emotions are the essence of the painting, giving 

the appreciative couple double enjoyment of sense and spirit. Therefore, in the traditional teaching 

of Chinese painting in Colleges and universities, teachers are not only to teach students the basic 

theoretical knowledge of painting, but also to guide students to analyze the inner soul of painting 

works and the philosophical value inspired from them, which is also called "appreciation teaching". 

Through the introduction of students in the spiritual level to appreciate and analyze the taste value 

of paintings, it is helpful for students to improve their deep understanding of Chinese painting and 

enhance their humanistic spirit level. Therefore, it is very important for college teachers to lead 

students to understand the soul of painting and break the inherent cognitive thinking of students in 

the process of traditional Chinese painting teaching. Chinese painting is a kind of painting 

technique which highly pursues "bone painting brush". It reveals the spiritual beat of painting works 

through bone technique brush, and shows the inherent self-cultivation and cultural charm of 

Chinese painting. Therefore, Chinese painting also has requirements for painting techniques and 

brushes. Different brushes have different aesthetic feelings for painting. Only when the painters 

combine the brushwork, understanding of the painting and personal feelings can the whole painting 

be perfected as much as possible. The bone painting brush is also the biggest difference between 

Chinese painting and Western painting. The western painting brush has strong randomness, while 

the Chinese painting brush is more Flexibility and regularity. 

Traditional teaching system of Chinese painting. Scientific and reasonable curriculum 

content and teaching progress. 

Whether the content of Chinese painting course is reasonable or not is the key to consider 

the teaching effect, and at the same time, it is directly related to the students' learning results. With 

the development of Chinese painting, the painting tools and techniques are constantly changing. 

The performance of painting is rich, and the art forms are diverse and not assimilated. In view of the 

current education situation, college students do not have much study on Chinese painting. The 

teaching time is short, and they focus on the instillation of theoretical knowledge. As a result, 

students lack of artistic cognition of Chinese painting, so the learning efficiency and quality cannot 

be improved. Therefore, the teaching content of colleges and universities must be scientifically and 



rationally distributed. On the basis of theoretical knowledge, the teaching of painting skills should 

be put in the first place, and then improve the aesthetic views of students on painting works. Only in 

this way can the teaching quality be improved and the students' major be promoted. In addition, for 

non professional art students, we should focus on the teaching of painting skills; highlight the 

characteristics of key teaching, not only to achieve the substantive purpose of teaching, but also to 

enable students to effectively harvest the accumulation of painting knowledge. In terms of the 

progress of the course, we should reasonably adjust the rhythm of teaching in stages according to 

the students' understanding and application of the knowledge they have learned before. For the 

excellent and high savvy students, the advanced jump teaching can be carried out, while for the 

students with poor performance and understanding ability, the "help" teaching can be adopted to 

make them make common progress. 

The improvement of the overall quality of Teachers. 

Art teachers in art colleges and universities should have solid painting skills and profound 

artistic accomplishment, so as to give full play to their own advantages and impart painting skills to 

students. It is understood that, at present, China's art colleges and universities in the construction of 

teaching staff is still relatively weak. There are some false factors in the evaluation of teachers' 

professional titles with theses and scientific research subjects as the main guide, which can not 

reflect the real teaching level of teachers. In view of the unique art specialty of painting, it is 

necessary to improve the construction of teachers in art colleges and universities, strengthen the 

assessment of art teachers' own works and course handouts, so as to improve their professional 

level. Making a reasonable teaching plan requires teachers to implement it seriously and integrate 

their professional level into teaching. For teachers, the evaluation of professional titles is important, 

but it is also necessary to quantify teaching work reasonably, put the purpose of "teaching and 

educating people" in the first place, so as to improve teachers' personal professional ability, improve 

the atmosphere and environment of art learning in art colleges and universities, and make teaching 

develop healthily. Moreover, to strengthen the professional training of teachers, colleges and 

universities with conditions can send excellent teachers to further study and improve their 

professional level. 

Teachers should pay attention to the study of learning methods. 

The difference between Chinese painting and Western painting mentioned before is that 

Chinese painting emphasizes artistic conception while western painting emphasizes realism. 



Therefore, the emotional mood and philosophical wisdom expressed in Chinese painting make 

people understand a lot of connotation and sigh deeply. In the teaching process, in order to let 

students understand the broad and profound of Chinese painting, as an art teacher, he should not 

only study how to teach and what to teach, but also guide students how to learn and what to learn. 

Therefore, the application of teaching methods should be integrated between teachers and students, 

so as to correctly guide students to experience the interest brought by learning painting, improve 

their painting skills, cultivate their spiritual culture psychologically, and stimulate their enthusiasm 

for autonomous learning. For example, the teaching of copying and sketching helps a lot in the 

teaching of painting, so that students can make a breakthrough and improve their painting skills and 

methods in practice, which can deepen the charm and beauty of students' paintings. What needs to 

be emphasized is that copying learning is not a single copy of the book, but a long-term 

accumulation of copying experience and understanding of the soul of the original works applied to 

their own painting. The teaching of painting from life can let students observe the object through 

the object, and then understand it through observation, so that students can grasp the shape 

characteristics of the object and restore the object itself. This not only achieves the training of 

painting skills, but also integrates the students' real feelings, making the painting works more 

realistic and vivid, which helps to cultivate students' creative ability in painting topic selection and 

composition. Copying pays attention to the structural form and artistic conception of famous 

painters' paintings, while sketching pays attention to students' free expression in painting. The 

combination of the two teaching methods can stimulate students' painting skills, and achieve the 

teaching purpose of painting in form and in wood. 

Teachers should pay attention to the cultivation of students' aesthetic outlook. 

The curriculum system of art colleges and universities must be reasonable. The introduction 

to art and the history of Chinese and foreign painting courses used by art majors are necessary, but 

there are also some shortcomings. Students do not have more opportunities to study the original 

classic works, and lack the correct interpretation of original works. Teachers should strengthen the 

extension and interest of the classroom in the practice course, and introduce the painting theory 

classics with guidance and pertinence, so that students can improve their painting concepts and 

ideas, and improve their aesthetic views. For example, in the flower and bird painting copying class, 

students can read a beautiful article describing the artistic conception of flower and bird painting, 

understand the ideological source of flower and bird painting from the text, the harmonious beauty 



of nature is bred by flower and bird painting, the expression way of expressing one's ambition and 

expressing one's emotion through scenery, so as to understand the beauty of artistic conception of 

flower and bird painting, The flower and bird painting focuses on emotion, scenery, meaning and 

interest. In painting, the meaning and scenery are permeated each other, and the emotion and 

interest blend with each other, which is the so-called poetic and picturesque. Therefore, teachers 

should be good at exploring the key points of the subject, extending the meaning, mobilizing 

students to actively carry out aesthetic analysis of paintings, and guide students to think and reflect 

independently. Classroom teaching is limited. As art learning, self inspiration is the key to make 

students no longer learn passively and improve themselves in self-learning. The so-called "teaching 

people to fish is better than teaching people to fish". Only when teachers understand this can they 

bring teaching to a higher level of education. 

Teachers should pay attention to the study of painting theory and painting method. 

The aesthetic characteristic of Chinese painting is to pay attention to the inner spirit of 

aesthetic subject, and it is the intuitive aesthetic feeling and spiritual understanding of the painting. 

This makes the expression of artistic conception of Chinese painting more important than painting 

techniques, and also extends the philosophy of painting. Therefore, in the creation of Chinese 

painting, the aesthetic core is the combination of form and spirit and charm. The elaboration of 

painting theory and painting method in Chinese painting is relatively simple, and it highlights the 

realm of "the general idea of painting, without the trace of depiction" in the shaping form, which is 

also the high point of Chinese painting. The grasp of painting theory and painting method in a 

Chinese painting is to judge the law, form and nature of the objective image of the painting itself. 

Therefore, in teaching, teachers should teach the regular content of painting to students, which is 

another key point of Chinese painting teaching. 

Teachers should pay attention to the improvement of students' mental cultivation. 

Philosophy is the foundation of Chinese painting. Thousands of years of Chinese history and 

culture have created the glorious history of Chinese painting. In traditional Chinese culture, the 

historical significance of Chinese painting itself and the humanistic spirit of painters of past 

dynasties are always worth learning and pursuing. In other words, to carry forward and inherit the 

traditional culture of Chinese painting cannot be limited to a certain art form. We should be good at 

exploring the cultural details of traditional Chinese painting and continue to carry forward the 

traditional cultural spirit of Chinese painting. Teachers should ask students to read more, read more 



paintings and see more paintings. Famous paintings of ancient and modern times can go deep 

plugging. Each painting has different temperament. For example, in the expression depiction of 

figure painting, there are many forms of expression, such as acrimony, gorgeous and elegant, stiff 

and bold, and graceful turning people. Each painter has different artistic conception when 

expressing It has a lot to do with the painter's understanding and speculation of the characters at that 

time. Therefore, to read more famous paintings and good paintings, and to apply them to self-study 

will improve students' artistic accomplishment and aesthetic outlook. Only in this way can they be 

able to create paintings with soul and embody the artistic style of Chinese painting. 

In teaching, teachers should also strengthen students' learning of Chinese traditional culture 

and experience the real feelings and emotional expression of artists in traditional culture. It is not 

only necessary to improve students' cultivation and connotation, but also to enhance students' 

aesthetic level, so as to create spiritual food for students' painting teaching. The understanding of art 

in Chinese traditional culture is "the unity of man and nature". Since ancient times, Confucianism 

has been rooted in the blood of the Chinese nation. The doctrine of the mean is the fundamental 

foundation of the unity of nature and man. The highest realm of Chinese painting is inner peace, 

natural composition and the thought of the mean. Only in the state of inner peace and tranquility can 

people realize this realm. Therefore, the painter should follow the natural law, grasp the eternal law 

of the development of things, and always pursue the spirit of national culture. Therefore, in the 

teaching of Chinese painting, teachers should guide students to take Chinese traditional culture as 

the inside information of Chinese painting creation. Through the study of Chinese traditional 

culture, the harmonious unity of inner world and human nature can be cultivated. In the painting 

creation, the original state of unintentional sculpture, skillful decoration, pursuit of nature, 

simplicity and Naturalization should be presented, so as to form the natural and intangible painting 

essence and achieve the scenery The perfect unity of material, human and natural society in the 

painter's mind creates a peaceful state of mind, broadens his vision and returns to tranquility. The 

cultivation of the unity of man and nature reflects the noble character of Chinese painting and the 

inheritance of Chinese culture. 

Conclusion:	under the guidance of Chinese traditional culture, the artistic value of Chinese 

painting along with the evolution of history, the humanistic thought and spiritual value generated 

are immeasurable, which will only become more and more mellow as time goes by. Chinese 

painting has been passed down all the way, and it has portrayed the brand of classics in every era. 



Teachers of art colleges and universities should explore the essence of Chinese painting teaching in 

limited teaching courses, so that students can be influenced and cultivated by Chinese painting 

culture to the greatest extent. In the process of teaching practice, they should improve their own 

cultivation and pay attention to the improvement of students' painting methods, aesthetic views, and 

spiritual cultivation Let the innovative teaching concept be popularized in the teaching course, and 

make Chinese painting play its due light in the future art teaching. 
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